Guitar
Thank you for the opportunity to offer instruction to you and/or your family.
Some materials are needed for this class including a guitar, method book (note Thurs classes uses
different book than Fri/Sat classes), digital tuner and a music stand. These items are available for
purchase at Vibe. We recommend purchasing these materials before the first day of class. Electric
guitars are allowed without amplifiers (due to the noise level).
Vibe is dedicated to providing quality in performing arts instruction. Our goal is to create for our
students a warm, supportive environment as they grow to discover their full potential through creative
expression. We strive to build a positive influence in student's lives, building self-esteem and confidence
regardless of their abilities, while upholding honest values working to perform with integrity with
attention to detail and consistency.
If at any time you have a question or concern regarding our policies, please feel free to speak with one
of our front desk representatives.
Finally, we ask that a parent or guardian accompany each student (if under 18) for part of the first class,
as important paperwork and information will be given. Please feel free to call us with any questions or if
you need directions, at (661) 255-7464. Otherwise, we look forward to meeting you soon!

Required Class
Materials (a la cart)
Full Size Acoustic Guitar
¾ Size Acoustic Guitar
½ Size Acoustic Guitar
Digital Tuner
Modern Guitar Method
1
Reading Studies for
Beginning Guitar
Adjustable Height Music
Stand

Brand

Notes

Cost (not including tax)

Lauren
Lauren
Lauren
Korg
Mel Bay

Best for Teens
Brest for 7-12
Best for 6 and under
Includes batteries
THUR Classes

$109.00
$99.00
$89.00 (for 3-6 years)
$19.95
$7.95

Vibe

FRI & SAT Classes

$12.50

Lauren

Collapsible w/ travel
case

$14.75

Electric Guitar Package | #349.99
Includes: Full size electric guitar (JBP/Arbor brand), amplifier, instrument patch cable, guitar gig bag
(case), guitar strap, 3 guitar pics, class method book (by Mel Bay or Vibe), digital tuner, and adjustable
height music stand (Lauren brand).

